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A model for the condensation of a dusty plasma is constructed by considering the spherical shielding
layers surrounding a dust grain test particle. The collisionless region less than a collision mean free
path from the test particle is shown to separate into three concentric layers, each having distinct
physics. The method of matched asymptotic expansions is invoked at the interfaces between these
layers and provides equations which determine the radii of the interfaces. Despite being much
smaller than the Wigner–Seitz radius, the dust Debye length is found to be physically significant
because it gives the scale length of a precipitous cut-off of the shielded electrostatic potential at the
interface between the second and third layers. Condensation is predicted to occur when the ratio of
this cut-off radius to the Wigner–Seitz radius exceeds unity and this prediction is shown to be in
good agreement with experiments. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1740773#

I. INTRODUCTION

Condensation of a dusty plasma1 into a crystalline state
was proposed by Ikezi in 19862 and demonstrated experi-
mentally eight years later by a number of research groups.3–6

The subject has been reviewed by Morfillet al.7 and most
recently an experiment to test dusty plasma physics has been
set up on the International Space Station.8

The original model2 for this process was motivated by
Monte Carlo calculations9 which predicted that a Coulomb
crystal would form when the Coulomb interaction energy
between two adjacent charged particles in a one-component-
plasma exceeded their thermal energy by some factor. The
Coulomb interaction energy for charged particles with den-
sity n is the electrostatic energy of one particle in the poten-
tial of an adjacent particle located at the Wigner–Seitz inter-
particle separation distance10

a5S 3

4pnD 1/3

. ~1!

According to the Monte Carlo calculations, condensation of
charged particles into a crystal should occur when

G5
Z2e2

4pe0akT
*170, ~2!

whereZ is the charge on each particle andT is the tempera-
ture of the particles. As noted by Ikezi,2 Eq. ~2! could be a
very poor estimate for dusty plasmas~which are a three-
component-plasma!, but lacking a better model, Eq.~2! has
often been used as a benchmark for dusty plasma crystalli-
zation experiments. The experiments show6 that the actual
value ofG required for condensation is two to three orders of
magnitude larger than that predicted by Eq.~2!. Thus, while
Ikezi’s original postulate that dusty plasmas can condense
into crystals has been experimentally validated, there has not
been a quantitative model predicting the value ofG necessary
for condensation to occur.

Interactions between adjacent particles in a plasma are
intimately related to the concept of Debye shielding. Accord-
ing to this concept, any plasma particle can be considered to
be a test particle surrounded by a screening cloud of adjacent
particles. The screening completely cancels the test particle
field at distances much greater than the Debye length.
Screening may be accomplished by adjacent particles of ei-
ther the same polarity as the test charge or opposite polarity,
but is subject to the constraint that the test particle cannot be
moving faster than the thermal velocity of the shielding
particles.11 For example, if the test particle is an electron, it
is shielded by the repulsion of other electrons in the presence
of a uniform neutralizing ion background, but it is not
shielded by ions because it is moving too fast for ions to
respond. On the other hand, ions are shielded by both elec-
trons and ions. In a dusty plasma one might thus reasonably
expect dust grains to be shielded by electrons, ions, and other
dust grains.

The standard model of Debye shielding is based on the
Boltzmann relation, an equilibrium solution to the fluid equa-
tion of motion for each speciess such that the force due to
the electric field balances the force due to the gradient of an
isotropic scalar pressure, i.e.,

052nsqs“f2“Ps . ~3!

Three critical assumptions are intrinsic to the standard model
of Debye shielding, namely:~i! it is assumed that the plasma
is sufficiently collisional that the concept of an isotropic sca-
lar pressurePs5nskTs is valid, ~ii ! it is assumed that a
Boltzmann dependencens5ns0 exp(2qsf/kTs) exists relat-
ing the local densityns to the system-averaged densityns0 ,
and ~iii ! it is assumed thatuqsf/kTsu!1 so that the Boltz-
mann relationship may be linearized givingns /ns051
2qsf/kTs . The standard model for Debye shielding of a
test particle with chargeqT results when the linearized
Boltzmann relationships of the various species are substi-
tuted into Poisson’s equation giving the Yukawa-type solu-
tion f(r )5qT exp(2r/lD)/4pe0r where
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and

lDs
2 5

e0kTs

ns0qs
2

. ~5!

The summation in Eq.~4! is restricted to species that partici-
pate in the shielding and so excludes all species having ther-
mal velocity slower than the species of the test particle.

Whenr→0, the Yukawa solution diverges, violating as-
sumption~iii ! that uqsf/kTsu!1 and causing the standard
model to fail to be internally self-consistent. This failure of
the standard model of Debye shielding has been noted pre-
viously, see, e.g., Lampe, Joyce, and Ganguli12 for criticism
regarding assumptions~i!–~iii !. In addition, Hansen and
Fajans13 have shown that trapping can affect Debye shielding
in a pure electron plasma while Goree,14 Zobninet al.,15 and
Lampeet al.16 have shown that trapping of ions can affect
shielding of a dust grain.

The issue of how to treat Debye shielding when
uqsf/kTsu@1 is especially critical for the dust condensation
problem, becauseuqsf/kTsu is essentially the same asG.
Consensus does not exist on how to address this issue.

Furthermore, the form of Eq.~4! is such that the sum on
the right-hand side is dominated by the term having the
smallestlDs

2 and, since dust particles are both cold and
highly charged, the dust Debye length is typically much
smaller than both the electron and ion Debye lengths. One
might expect that the system Debye lengthlD should be very
nearly the dust Debye lengthlDd , but this point of view has
usually been rejected. The dust Debye lengthlDd is typically
so small that it is less thana, and questions have been raised
as to whether such a short shielding length has physical sig-
nificance since the standard Debye argument is based on the
implicit assumption that there is a statistically large number
of particles in a sphere having the Debye radius. This is
clearly not true for dust particles in a sphere with radiuslDd

if lDd is less than a. Nevertheless, Wang and
Bhattarcharjee17 and also Otani and Bhattarcharjee18 argued
that some sort of shielding does occur at the scale oflDd but
the only support for this point of view was the
demonstration18 of some time-averaged correlation effects at
the scale oflDd in a one-dimensional numerical simulation
that would only crystallize if artificially annealed. Most other
authors ignore dust self-shielding on the presumption that the
Debye shielding concept does not make sense when a Debye
length is smaller thana.

We present here a model for a dusty plasma on the verge
of condensation. This model takes into account both colli-
sional and collisionless behavior in three-dimensional geom-
etry, avoids inappropriate use of fluid theory, shows that the
dust Debye length has important physical significance even
though it is much smaller thana, and predicts a condensation
threshold in good agreement with experimental measure-
ments. The derivation identifies four physically distinct con-
centric regions surrounding a test charge. The ions are colli-
sionless in the innermost three regions but collisional in the

outer, fourth region~the collisionless nature of ions in the
inner three regions is consistent with the assumptions inher-
ent in dust grain charging theory!. The method of matched
asymptotic expansions is used to locate the two interfaces
between the first three regions and knowledge of these inter-
face locations is then used to give the criterion for conden-
sation. TheTe@Ti , Td temperature regime of typical dusty
plasma condensation experiments is assumed and ions are
assumed to be singly charged~the theory could be extended
to arbitrary temperatures without great difficulty, but this
would unnecessarily complicate the model!.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews
relevant aspects of dust charging theory and sets up a dimen-
sionless parameter space suitable for comparing the model to
experiments. Section III uses collisionless Vlasov theory to
calculate the ion, electron, and dust grain densities and
shows that whenuef/kTi u.1, the ion density differs from
the Boltzmann model; this difference demonstrates the inap-
propriateness of fluid models in this regime and resolves the
paradox associated with divergence of the Yukawa solution
at smallr. Section IV shows that the vicinity of a test particle
can be divided into three concentric spherical regions each
having distinct physics determined by the magnitude of
uef/kTi u. Section V derives approximate solutions to the
Vlasov–Poisson system for these three regions and Sec. VI
derives matching conditions across the two interfaces be-
tween the three regions. Section VII uses the matching con-
ditions to deduce a condition for dust condensation and com-
pares the model predictions with experiments. Section VIII
provides a summary and discussion.

II. DUST CHARGING AND DUSTY PLASMA
PARAMETER SPACE

Two independent parameters characterize the dust grains
in a dusty plasma: the grain radiusr d and the Wigner–Seitz
radiusa. In order to develop a model based on dimensionless
parameters, the ion Debye length

lDi5Ae0kTi

ni0e2
~6!

will be used as the ‘‘yardstick’’ by which all lengths are
measured. A bar will be used to denote lengths normalized to
the ion Debye length so that the normalized Wigner–Seitz
radius, for example, is

ā5
1

lDi
S 3

4pnd0
D 1/3

. ~7!

The two quantitiesā and r̄ d constitute the coordinates for a
dimensionless dusty plasma parameter space.

In order to avoid confusing minus signs, the electrostatic
potential f will be replaced by the positive dimensionless
variable

c52
ef

kTi
~8!
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and cd will denote the potential on the surface of a dust
grain. Thus, positivec attracts ions but repels both electrons
and dust grains.

When dust grains are placed in an electron-ion plasma,
some fraction of the electrons attach to the dust grain sur-
face, causing the dust grains to become negatively charged
and reducing the density of free electrons. The quantitative
theory of dust charging, summarized in Ref. 1, combines
collisionless Vlasov theory with an analysis of trajectories of
individual particles as they approach a finite radius charged
sphere. The particle trajectories are assumed to be governed
by orbital-motion-limited ~OML! theory19–21 wherein par-
ticle trajectories are assumed to be collisionless and com-
pletely determined by considerations of conservation of an-
gular momentum and conservation of energy. There has been
some question6 about the extent to which the standard dust
charging model applies to dust grains in an electrode sheath,
the typical situation for terrestrial dusty plasma condensation
experiments, but not for the zero-gravity dusty plasma con-
densation experiment on the International Space Station. We
assume in this paper that the standard dust charging model is
applicable so that the effect, if any, of electrode sheaths on
dust charging is small.

The standard dust charging model shows that dust grain
charging is governed by the dimensionless parameter

P54pnd0lDi
2 r d54pnd0lDi

3 r̄ d5
3r̄ d

ā3
, ~9!

whereP has the functional dependence

P5
1

cd
2S 11

1

cd
DAmeTi

miTe
exp~cdTi /Te!. ~10!

Global quasineutrality gives

Zdnd01ne05ni0 , ~11!

whereZd is the number of electrons captured by a dust grain.
We define the electron capture factor

a5Zdnd0 /ni0 ~12!

so thata51 corresponds to having all the electrons attached
to the dust grains whilea50 corresponds to having no elec-
trons attached to the dust grains. The quasineutrality condi-
tion, Eq. ~11!, can thus be expressed as

a1
ne0

ni0
51 ~13!

and dust charging theory22 shows that

a5Pcd . ~14!

Since cd and a are functions ofP, they have functional
dependencea5a(ā, r̄ d) andcd5cd(ā, r̄ d).

Combining Eqs.~9!, ~12!, and~14! shows that

Zd

4pni0lDi
3

5 r̄ dcd , ~15!

so thatZd becomes large ifcd is finite, r̄ d is not infinitesi-
mal, and 4pni0lDi

3 is large. Equation~15! is just the normal-

ized version of the potentialfd52Zde/4pe0r d of a sphere
of radiusr d with surface charge2Zde. This result is actually
slightly incorrect for a shielded dust grain, because, as shown
in the next paragraph, the shielding cloud surrounding a dust
grain depresses the potential at the grain surface to a value
below the value given by Eq.~15!.

To understand this potential depression effect due to
shielding, consider the potentialf on the surface of a sphere
with chargeQ and radiusr sphere surrounded by a shell of
shielding charge2Q at radiusr shell. The potential on the
surface of the shielded sphere is given by

f~r sphere!5 È r sphere
dr

]f

]r
5

Q

4pe0
S 1

r sphere
2

1

r shell
D , ~16!

a result obtained by taking into account the contributions to
]f/]r from both the sphere and its shielding charge. The
ratio of the surface potential of the shielded sphere to the
potential of an identical unshielded sphere is
f(r sphere)/fvac512r sphere/r shell, wherefvac is the surface
potential of the unshielded sphere. Ifr shell2r sphere.lD

wherelD is the nominal Debye length, thenf(r sphere)/fvac

.lD /(r sphere1lD) so the potential of the shielded sphere
will be greatly depressed from its vacuum value ifr sphere

@lD . This indicates that being highly charged is insufficient
for a dust grain to have a large potential; it also needs to have
r̄ d!1. The model of dust charging thus has the implicit as-
sumption thatr̄ d is small compared to unity and this assump-
tion will be made in the remainder of this paper.

Figures 1~a!–1~c! show contours of constantcd , a, and
Zd/4pni0lDi

3 as determined by Eqs.~9!, ~10!, ~14!, and~15!
for the parameters of Ref. 3, a typical dust crystallization
experiment. Since dust grains in a given experiment have a
fixed ratio r̄ d /ā, a specific experiment is characterized by a
sloping straight line inā, r̄ d parameter space. Moving up and
to the right along such a line corresponds to makingldi

smaller whereas moving down and to the left corresponds to
making ldi larger. Densities in an experiment are typically
measured by Langmuir probes which have an uncertainty of
250%,1100%, so that the density ofni5109 cm23 reported
in Ref. 3 would actually be in the range 53108 cm23,ni

,23109 cm23. This factor of 4 range of densities4 corre-
sponds to the straight line segment labeled ‘‘expt’’ in Figs.
1~a!–1~c!. This line has a slope given byr̄ d /ā5r d /a. The
left end of this line is the point in parameter space calculated
using the lower estimate for the density, while the right end
corresponds to using the upper estimate for the density. The
length of this line effectively represents the density measure-
ment error bar. To the extent that charging theory is correct,
the range of possible values ofa, cd , andZd/4pni0lDi

3 for
the experiment is given by the intersection of the contours
with this ‘‘expt’’ line.

III. VLASOV MODEL OF CHARGED PARTICLE
DENSITY IN THE PRESENCE OF A POTENTIAL

A typical dust grain will be considered as a test particle
inserted in a plasma consisting of electrons, ions, and other
dust grains. The origin of a spherical coordinate system will
be defined to be at the center of this test particle. Typical dust
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condensation experiments have neutral pressures;102 Pa
~corresponding to a neutral densitynn.331016cm23).
Since neutral cross sections ares;3310216cm2, the mean
free path for ion-neutral collisions isl mfp5(nns)21

;1 mm, which is at least an order of magnitude larger than
shielding scale lengths. The last collision experienced by an
ion in the vicinity of the test particle will have occurred
outside a sphere having a normalized diameter of the order of
l̄ mfp ; such a sphere is shown schematically in Fig. 2 and lies
at the interface between regions 3 and 4. Thus ions can be

considered collisionless inside regions 1–3 and collisional in
region 4; the details of regions 1–3 will be discussed later.
This separation of space into collisional and collisionless re-
gions is similar to the arguments used in dust grain charging
theory~the OML assumption underlying dust grain charging
theory is based on angular momentum conservation which
can only be true if a particle has no collisions!.

Electrostatic potential is undefined with respect to a con-
stant; following convention, we choose this constant such
that f50 at infinity. Collisions make the distribution func-
tion Maxwellian in region 4 and this provides a boundary
condition for the collisionless distribution function in regions
1–3. The distribution function in regions 1–3 must satisfy
the collisionless Vlasov equation and so must be must be a
function of constants of the motion.23,24 The relevant con-
stant of the motion here is the particle energyW5msv2/2
1qsf, and so the distribution function in regions 1–3 is

f s~r ,v!5ns0S ms

2pkTs
D 3/2

expS 2
msv2/21qsf~r !

kTs
D .

~17!

This is the right choice becausef s(r ,v) is not only a func-
tion of a constant of the motionW but also joins smoothly to
the region 4 Maxwellian solution wheref50 and the plasma
is collisional.

Electrons and dust grains experience a repulsive force
upon approaching the negatively charged dust grain test par-
ticle and so are slowed down with some particles being
slowed down to zero velocity and reflecting. Thus, electrons
or dust grains near the dust grain test particle can have zero
velocity. The respective electron and dust grain densities in
the vicinity of the dust grain test particle are thus given by

ne5E
0

`

4pv2dv f e~r ,v!5ne0 expS ef~r !

kTe
D , ~18!

FIG. 1. Dusty plasma parameter space
for Chu and I experiment~density
range indicated by short line labeled
‘‘expt’’ !: horizontal axis isā5a/ldi ,
vertical axis is r̄ d5r d /ldi ; ~a! con-
tours of constantcd , ~b! contours of
constanta, ~c! contours of constant
Zd/4pni0ldi

3 .

FIG. 2. Sketch of concentric regions surrounding a dust grain test particle of
normalized radiusr̄ d . Diameter of outermost dashed circle isl̄ mfp , the nor-
malized mean free path for collisions, so plasma is collisional in region 4
outside this circle. Regions 1, 2, and 3 are collisionless and have interfaces
on the dashed circles having normalized radiir̄ i and r̄ o .
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nd5E
0

`

4pv2dv f d~r ,v!5nd0 expS Zdef~r !

kTd
D . ~19!

Using Eq.~8!, the electron and dust grain densities normal-
ized to their average values are

ne

ne0
5exp~2cTi /Te! ~20!

and

nd

nd0
5exp~2ZdcTi /Td!. ~21!

These densities are identical to the Boltzmann relation and so
demonstrate that collisionless kinetic theory agrees with fluid
theory for negatively charged particles near a negatively
charged test particle.

Ion behavior is fundamentally different because ions, be-
ing positive, are accelerated as they approach the negatively
charged dust grain test particle; this means that there are no
zero velocity ions near a dust grain. The slowest ion is one
that has fallen into the negativef well with zero initial ve-
locity at the edge of the well and the velocity of such an ion
will satisfy

miv
2/21ef50. ~22!

Using Eq.~8! it is seen that this minimum possible ion ve-
locity can be expressed as

vmin5A2kTi

mi

c. ~23!

Evaluation of the ion density in the vicinity of the dust
grain test particle therefore requires invoking a lower limit at
vmin for the velocity integration over the distribution func-
tion. The resulting ion density is thus

ni5E
vmin

`

4pv2dv f i~r ,v!

5ni0S mi

2pkTi
D 3/2

exp~c!E
A2kTic/mi

`

34pv2dv expS 2
miv

2

2kTi
D . ~24!

By definingj5v/A2kTi /mi , the normalized ion density can
be expressed as

ni

ni0

5
4ec

Ap
E

Ac

`

j2dj exp~2j2!

5ec~12erfAc!1
2

Ap
Ac, ~25!

where

erfz5
2

Ap
E

0

z

e2j2
dj ~26!

is the error function. The second line in Eq.~25! is obtained
using the identity

E
Ac

`

dj
d

dj
~j exp~2j2!!5E

Ac

`

dj exp~2j2!

22E
Ac

`

dj j2 exp~2j2!.

~27!

For small arguments, the error function may be approxi-
mated,

lim
z→0

erfz5
2

Ap
S z2

z3

3
D . ~28!

Thus forc!1 and henceAc!1, the normalized ion density
has the form

ni

ni0

5S 11c1
1

2
c2D S 12

2

Ap
SAc2

c3/2

3
D D 1

2

Ap
Ac

.11c, ~29!

which is the same as the Boltzmann result given by fluid
theory.

However, because

lim
c→`

ec@12erf~Ac!#50,

the normalized ion density whenc@1 is

ni

ni0

.
2

Ap
Ac; ~30!

this is much smaller than the fluid theory Boltzmann relation
prediction thatni /ni05exp(c). Equation~30! thus demon-
strates a failure of fluid theory and its associated Boltzmann
relationship whenc@1. This failure occurs because the con-
cept of ion pressure no longer makes sense whenc@1. The
pressure concept is based on the assumption that particles
have an isotropic Gaussian distribution of random velocities
about some mean velocity whereas whenc@1, ions in real-
ity are falling into a deep potential well and do not have a
random distribution of velocities about some mean velocity.
Equation~25! and the distinction between its small and large
c limits have been previously discussed by Laframboise and
Parker25 in the context of electrostatic probes and by Lampe,
Joyce, and Ganguli12 in the context of dusty plasmas.

The lower limit of the integral in Eq.~24! causes the ion
distribution to have anr 2v phase-space ‘‘hole’’ in the vicin-
ity of the dust grain sincef (r ,v)50 for velocities below
vmin . It has been argued by Bernstein and Rabinowitz,26

Laframboise and Parker,25 and Lampe27 that for a certain
class of radial potential profiles, another sort of phase-space
hole can also exist. This additional hole results from a rather
subtle barrier that can occur because for a certain range of
the angular momentumJ the effective potentialUeff(r)
5qf(r)1J2/2mr2 can have a small local maximum. This
barrier prevents access to smallr by particles having a cer-
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tain range ofW andJ. If such a barrier exists, the radial ion
density profile will differ somewhat from the predictions of
OML theory, because the ions that cannot pass by this barrier
will have a radial turning point at a larger radius than pre-
dicted by OML. However, since Poisson’s equation shows
that c is essentially a double integral of the net charge den-
sity up to a radiusr, changes in the turning point of small
classes of ions should not have a major effect on thec pro-
file, i.e., small corrections to the OML model should not
result in a significant collective effect. Lampe27 has shown
that the error introduced by omission of consideration of
these centrifugal force barriers is very small for dusty plas-
mas and so we will ignore this correction to OML theory.

Another correction to OML theory results from consid-
eration of ion capture by the dust grain which also causes a
hole in phase-space.20,26As shown in Ref. 26 capture of ions
by the dust grain reduces the number of ions moving radially
outward from the dust grain in comparison to the limiting
situation where the dust grain does not capture any ions so
that all ions are perfectly reflected from the dust grain. Tak-
ing into account the reduction in the number of outward
moving ions compared to inward moving ions would require
replacing the distribution function prescribed by Eq.~17! by
a distribution function of the form26 f 5 f 11 f 2 , where
f 1(W) is the phase space density of ions moving radially
outwards from the dust grain andf 2(W) is the phase space
density of ions moving radially inwards. If ions are perfectly
reflected at the dust grain thenf 15 f 2 in which case Eq.
~17! is appropriate, but if ions are captured by the dust grain
then f 1, f 2 and a more complicated prescription than Eq.
~17! would have to be used. We will assume that the fraction
of ions incident atr̄ o which are captured by the dust grain is
so small that Eq.~17! is a reasonably accurate prescription
for the ion phase space density. We are thus assuming that
the r projection of ion motion has a reflecting trajectory so
that there are equal numbers of ions moving radially inwards
and outwards in the dust grain shielding cloud. This assump-
tion will be validated later.

Finally, we will also ignore ion trapping,14–16 but will
later make some brief comments about the extent to which
trapping might be important.

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF THREE REGIONS FOR THE
POTENTIAL

Poisson’s equation

¹2f52
e

e0
~ni2ne2Zdnd! ~31!

relates the densities of the various species to the electrostatic
potential. Assuming spherical symmetry about the dust grain
test particle and using Eq.~8!, Poisson’s equation can be
recast as

1

r̄ 2

]

] r̄ S r̄ 2
]c

] r̄ D5
ni

ni0
2

ne0

ni0

ne

ne0
2Zd

nd0

ni0

nd

nd0
. ~32!

Using Eqs.~20!, ~21!, and~25! for the normalized densities
and also Eq.~12!, the normalized Vlasov/Poisson system be-
comes

~33!

where Z̄5ZdTi /Td is presumed to be large compared to
unity since the dust grain is highly charged andTi.Td .
Equation ~33! is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation
for c and is consistent with the collisionless Vlasov equation.
Since the densities were obtained using the collisionless
Vlasov equation, this system will be called the Vlasov/
Poisson system to distinguish it from the fluid/Poisson
system.

We now argue that three distinct regions exist forc such
that in each region the Vlasov/Poisson system has a different
form. The location of these regions is sketched in Fig. 2 and,
going outwards from the surface of the dust grain test par-
ticle, these regions and their interfaces are defined by the
following:

Region 1 is where cd.c.1 and exists because the
grain potentialcd is large compared to unity@see Fig. 1~a!#.
Region 1 is a sheath-like inner region where the ion density
has the non-Boltzmann behavior given by Eq.~30!.

Region 2is where 1.c.1/Zd and is depleted of dust
grains. Shielding in this region is provided mainly by ions.

Region 3is where 1/Zd.c and this region extends to
region 4 where collisions set in and where the potential goes
to zero. Shielding in region 3 is done mainly by dust grains
and this shielding takes place over a very short characteristic
length, causing an extremely sharp cut-off of the potential.

The radii of the respective interfaces between regions 1
and 2 and between regions 2 and 3 will be calledr̄ i andr̄ o as
indicated in Fig. 2~the subscriptsi ando stand for inner and
outer interfaces!. The values ofr̄ i and r̄ o will be unknowns
to be solved for; determining these radii is the crux of the
problem.

V. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS TO THE
VLASOV ÕPOISSON SYSTEM FOR THE THREE
COLLISIONLESS REGIONS

The three collisionless regions will now be discussed
going from the outermost~region 3! to the innermost~region
1!.
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A. Region 3 solution: cË1ÕZ̄

In region 3, Eq.~33! can be approximated as

~34!

Using Te@Ti , this has the Yukawa-type solution

c35
r̄ o

Z̄r̄
exp~2AaZ̄11 ~ r̄ 2 r̄ o!!. ~35!

The coefficient in Eq.~35! has been chosen so thatc3

51/Z̄ at r̄ 5 r̄ o . The effective shielding length in region 3 is
the dust Debye length

lDd5lDi /A11aZ̄, ~36!

which is much smaller than the ion Debye length sincea is
of order unity@see Fig. 1~b!# and Z̄5ZdTi /Td@1.

B. Region 2 solution: 1 ÌcÌ1ÕZ̄

The exp(2Z̄c) term is dropped from Eq.~33! in region 2
becauseZ̄c is large. Taking into accountTi!Te and c,1,
Eq. ~33! reduces to

~37!

or

1

r̄ 2

]

] r̄ S r̄ 2
]c

] r̄ D5c1a. ~38!

By consideringc1a as the unknown, it is seen thatc1a has
solutions of the formr̄ 21 exp(6r̄); the exponentially grow-
ing solution is allowed here because region 2 does not extend
to infinity. A convenient way of expressing the general solu-
tion is

c1a5
A cosh~ r̄ 2 r̄ o!1B sinh~ r̄ 2 r̄ o!

r̄
. ~39!

In order to havec51/Z̄ when r̄ 5 r̄ o , we choose

1

Z̄
1a5

A

r̄ o
~40!

and leaveB undetermined. Thus

c25

r̄ oS 1

Z̄
1a D cosh~ r̄ 2 r̄ o!1B sinh~ r̄ 2 r̄ o!2a r̄

r̄
~41!

is the region 2 solution with coefficients arranged so that
c251/Z̄ when r̄ 5 r̄ o .

C. Region 1: Inner region

In this region,c.1 and we assume thatcTi /Te!1 so
that Eq.~33! reduces to

~42!

where the electron term has been dropped because 12a is
significantly less than unity andc is assumed to be larger
than unity. Equation~42! can be written as

]2c

] r̄ 2
1

2

r̄

]c

] r̄
5m~c!c, ~43!

where

m~c!5
2

Apc
!1. ~44!

Sincem!1, the right-hand side of Eq.~43! may be neglected
compared to either of the left-hand terms in which case the
approximate solution to Eq.~43! is the vacuum-like solution

c5
c1dr̄

r̄
, ~45!

wherec andd are constants to be determined. The coefficient
d provides for the slight depression of the grain potential due
to the shielding cloud. Thed term is allowed because region
1 is of finite extent and so finited is not inconsistent withc
vanishing at infinity since infinity is not located in region 1.

From Gauss’ law, the radial electric fieldEr at the dust
grain surface is

4pe0r d
2Er52Zde. ~46!

SinceEr52]f/]r 5(kTi /elDi)]c/] r̄ , the boundary con-
dition at the grain surfacer d can be expressed as

S ]c

] r̄ D
r̄ d

52
Zd

4pni0lDi
3

1

r̄ d
2

. ~47!

This gives

c5
Zd

4pni0lDi
3

~48!

and so, using Eqs.~7! and ~12!,

c5
aā3

3
. ~49!
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By assumptionc51 at r̄ i and so, using Eq.~45!,

c

r̄ i
1d51 ~50!

in which case

d512
c

r̄ i
. ~51!

Thus the region 1 potential is

c15

aā3

3
1S 12

1

r̄ i

aā3

3 D r̄

r̄
; ~52!

this satisfies Gauss’s law at the dust grain surface and also
givesc51 at r̄ 5 r̄ i . The potential on the grain surface is

cd5
aā3

3 S 1

r̄ d
2

1

r̄ i
D11. ~53!

VI. MATCHING THE SOLUTIONS

A. Matching principle

Matching consists of arranging for equality ofc andc8
at the two interfaces between the three collisionless regions;

the necessity for continuity ofc andc8 across an interface is
established by integrating Eq.~33! twice across the interface.
Solutions on the left- and right-hand sides of a matching
radius r̄ m are of the general formc left5L( r̄ )/ r̄ and c right

5R( r̄ )/ r̄ and so matching requires

L~ r̄ m!/ r̄ m5cm5R~ r̄ m!/ r̄ m , ~54!

L8~ r̄ m!5R8~ r̄ m!, ~55!

wherecm51/Z̄ whenr̄ m5 r̄ o andcm51 whenr̄ m5 r̄ i . Here
L and R are the left- and right-hand numerators:L is the
numerator ofc1 and R is the numerator ofc2 when r̄ m

5 r̄ i ; L is the numerator ofc2 andR is the numerator ofc3

when r̄ m5 r̄ o .

B. Matching of c2 and c3 at r̄ o

The c2 andc3 solutions have already been arranged to
satisfy Eq. ~54! ~i.e., c25c351/Z̄ at r̄ o). The derivative
matching condition, Eq.~55!, is satisfied if

B5a2
r o

Z̄
AaZ̄11 ~56!

and so

c25

r̄ oS 1

Z̄
1a D cosh~ r̄ 2 r̄ o!1S a2

r̄ o

Z̄
AaZ̄11D sinh~ r̄ 2 r̄ o!2a r̄

r̄
~57!

smoothly matches toc3 at r̄ o . The actual value ofr̄ o is
undetermined at this stage and will be found later.

C. Matching of c1 and c2 at r̄ i

Since Eq.~54! requiresR5 r̄ i in order to havec( r̄ i)
51, Eq. ~57! provides the relation

r̄ i5 r̄ oS 1

Z̄
1a D cosh~ r̄ i2 r̄ o!

1S a2
r̄ o

Z̄
AaZ̄11D sinh~ r̄ i2 r̄ o!2a r̄ i . ~58!

The conditionL5 r̄ i when c51 has already been arranged
by the form of Eq.~52!.

The conditionL85R8, found by taking derivatives of
the numerators of Eqs.~52! and ~57!, is

12
aā3

3r̄ i

5 r̄ oS 1

Z̄
1a D sinh~ r̄ i2 r̄ o!

1S a2
r̄ o

Z̄
AaZ̄11D cosh~ r̄ i2 r̄ o!2a. ~59!

Equations~58! and ~59! constitute two coupled equa-
tions in the unknownsr̄ i and r̄ o . Using Z̄@1, these equa-
tions reduce to

~11a! r̄ i5a r̄ o cosh~ r̄ i2 r̄ o!1a sinh~ r̄ i2 r̄ o!, ~60!

11a2
aā3

3r̄ i
5a r̄ o sinh~ r̄ i2 r̄ o!1a cosh~ r̄ i2 r̄ o!. ~61!

For given ā and a these nonlinear equations can be solved
numerically for r̄ i and r̄ o . Since a5a(ā, r̄ d), this means
that for any point inā, r̄ d parameter space, one can calculate
a and then calculater̄ i and r̄ o . Thus, we can considerr̄ i

5 r̄ i(ā, r̄ d) and r̄ o5 r̄ o(ā, r̄ d).
Oncer̄ i and r̄ o are known, the solutionsc1 , c2 , andc3

are all determined and match smoothly across the interfaces.
The Vlasov/Poisson equation is thus solved all the way from
the grain surface to infinity. The potential falls off abruptly at
r̄ . r̄ o with a scale length given by the dust Debye length.
The dust Debye length is thus of physical importance even
though it is much smaller than the inter-particle spacing. No
paradoxes occur due to this situation because the solution for
c is multi-scale and more complicated than a simple
Yukawa-type potential. In particular, the dust shielding does
not take place in a sphere having a radius equal to the dust
Debye length, but instead takes place over the surface of a
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sphere having a much larger radius~a few times the ion
Debye length!. The extremely sharp cut-off ofc beyondr̄ o

completely decouples dust grains from each other if their
interparticle separation distance exceedsr̄ o .

VII. CRYSTALLIZATION

When ā. r̄ o each dust grain is decoupled from neigh-
boring dust grains and so the dust grains behave as a gas of
non-interacting particles. However, ifā, r̄ o , then each dust
grain is within the shielding cloud of its neighbor and subject
to the unshielded repulsive force of its neighbor. Because the
repulsive force scales asZ̄c, this repulsion becomes enor-
mous as soon as a dust grain tries to move any significant
distance inside of ther̄ 5 r̄ o layer ~i.e., inside of thec51/Z̄
layer!. When experienced by other dust grains, a test particle
dust grain thus acts like a hard sphere with radiusr̄ o . Thus,
dust grains cannot move significantly insider̄ o and so the
condition for strong coupling and crystallization is thatā
becomes less thanr̄ o . The condensation curve is found by
making the following sequence of calculations at each point
ā, r̄ d in dusty plasma parameter space~i! calculatea(ā, r̄ d),

~ii ! calculater̄ i and r̄ o by solving the nonlinear coupled Eqs.
~60! and ~61!, ~iii ! plot the locus of the curver̄ o5ā and
establish which side of this curve corresponds toā, r̄ o . The
uppermost plot in Fig. 3 shows contours of constantr̄ o /ā
calculated for Ref. 3 and marks the contour wherer̄ o /ā51
as the ‘‘condensation curve;’’ above the condensation curve
~and with r̄ d!1 as discussed earlier! the dusty plasma
should be crystallized. It is seen that portions of the experi-
ment line lie above the condensation curve, which means
that the model predicts that the dusty plasma of Ref. 3 should
be crystallized. Thus, there is excellent agreement between
the model and the experimental parameters of Ref. 3.

The other plots in Fig. 3 are similar, but use data from
the experimental results reported by Thomaset al.,4 Melzer
et al.,6 Hayashi and Tachibana,5 and Takahashiet al.28 There
is excellent agreement between the model and all these ex-
periments with the exception of the Hayashi/Tachibana ex-
periment where the experimental curve lies slightly below
the condensation curve. The upper part of Table I lists the
parameters of these experiments while the lower part gives
the results of dust charging theory and then the results of this

FIG. 3. Comparison of experiment pa-
rameters ~short solid line marked
‘‘expt’’ ! with model prediction that
dusty plasma will crystallize if experi-
ment parameters intersect the conden-
sation curve or are above it.
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model using a best-fit density that is within experimental
error. The main result is the values ofr̄ i and r̄ o . The r̄ i

values in Table I greatly exceedr̄ d showing that the depres-
sion of the grain surface potential due to shielding is only a
slight effect. Table I shows that when the published param-
eters of the experiments are used, a value ofr̄ o is calculated
which is slightly larger thanā; the calculated ratior̄ o /ā is
given in the bottom line of Table I. The fact thatr̄ o /ā is
greater than unity indicates that the experiment is above the
condensation curve and so should be crystallized—this is our
main result ~the slight disagreement of the Hayashi/
Tachibana experiment will be discussed later!. For reference,
Table I also lists the value ofG associated with these experi-
ments, and it is interesting to note that according to our
modelG has no physical significance regarding condensation
and so it is not surprising thatG has a range of quite different
values for the different experiments.

It has not been possible to compare the model to the
experiment under way8 on board the International Space Sta-
tion, because plasma densities and temperatures have not yet
been provided for that experiment.

Figure 4 shows plots of logc, c, c on an expanded scale
~to show the behavior whenc;1/Z̄), ne /ne0 , ni /ni0 , and
nd /nd0 for the Chu and I experiment3 using the values ofr̄ i

and r̄ o listed in Table I. Thec( r̄ ) plotted in Fig. 4 is calcu-
lated using Eq.~52! in region 1, Eq.~57! in region 2, and Eq.
~35! in region 3; the electron, ion, and dust densities in Fig.
4 are calculated using Eqs.~20!, ~25!, and~21!, respectively.
The dust temperatureTd has been assumed to equalTi so
that Z̄5Zd ; different values ofTd would only change the
decay rate ofc outside of r̄ o , but would not change the
values ofr̄ i and r̄ o since these are insensitive to the value of

Z̄ as long as it is large compared to unity. It is seen that there
is a sharp cut-off of the potential atr̄ o and that, beyond this
radius, the potential decays precipitously with a characteris-
tic scale length given by the dust Debye length. The potential
curve is smooth all the way from the dust grain surface to
infinity; this smoothness results from choosingr̄ i and r̄ o to
matchc and its derivatives at the interfaces between colli-
sionless regions.

A question arises regarding why the Hayashi/Tachibana
experiment5 lies slightly below the condensation curve~i.e.,

hasr̄ o/ā50.97 rather than above unity!. Examination of the
parametric sensitivity of the model predictions shows that
intersection of the Hayashi/Tachibana experiment with the
predicted condensation curve occurs if the assumed electron
temperature is increased toTe58 eV or if the assumed grain
diameter is doubled. Increasing the assumed atomic mass
number to values larger than 16 also causes the experiment
curve to approach the condensation curve but this effect is
minimal in the relevant parameter range. Reference 5 re-
ported an ion temperature which was not measured, but as-
sumed, and an electron temperature which was estimated
based on earlier measurements29 made in another plasma un-
der similar conditions. It is possible therefore that the slight
discrepancy between the model predictions and the Hayashi/
Tachibana experiment results from an inaccurate estimation
of the electron to ion temperature ratio in the region of the
dust grains. Better agreement would be obtained with a
higherTe/Ti ratio and the values ofTe andTi used in Table
I were chosen to correspond to room temperature ions and
the electron temperature measurement given in Fig. 4 of Ref.
29. Comparison with a scanning electron microscope mea-

TABLE I. Comparison between model predictions and experiments.

First author and reference Chu3 Thomas4 Melzer6 Takahashi28 Hayashi5

Reported value ni0 (cm23) 109 109 23108 109 109

Reported value nd0 (cm23) 23105 43104 1.43103 105 33105

Reported value r d (mm) 5 5 12.5 5.4 1.3
Reported value Te (eV) 2 3 4 3 4.4
Reported value Ti (eV) 0.03 0.025 0.03 0.03 0.025
From Eq.~1! a (mm) 106 181 554 133 93
Neutral pressure Pa 16 200 80 87 0.3
Ion mean free path l mfp (mm) 53103 63102 1.63103 1.53103 33103

Ion mass amu 40 40 16 26 16

Modeled quantities
Ion density used in model ni0 (cm23) 109 109 108 109 109

From Eq.~5! ldi (mm) 41 37 128 41 37
4pni0lDi

3 842 641 2663 842 641
From Eq.~7! ā 2.61 4.89 4.31 3.29 2.50

r̄ d 0.12 0.13 0.078 0.066 0.018
From Eq.~9! P 0.021 0.0035 0.0029 0.0056 0.0034
From Eq.~10! cd 46 194 219 135 208
From Eq.~12! a 0.96 0.67 0.64 0.76 0.70
From Eq.~15! Zd 4.83103 1.63104 4.53104 7.63103 2.33103

G Zd
2e2

4pe0akTi

104 8.93104 1.83105 2.13104 3.43103

Solution of Eqs.~60!, ~61! r̄ i 1.51 3.76 2.99 2.03 1.20
Solution of Eqs.~60!, ~61! r̄ o 2.63 5.18 4.41 3.31 2.42

r̄ o /ā 1.005 1.06 1.02 1.005 0.97
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surement has shown that the Mie scattering technique used
by Hayashi/Tachibana to measure the dust grain diameter is
quite accurate,30 so it is unlikely that the discrepancy be-
tween the model predictions and the Hayashi/Tachibana ex-
periment is due to a factor of two error in measurement of
the dust grain diameter.

Another question to be addressed is the possible impor-
tance of ~i! barriers due to local maxima in the effective
potential12,26 and ~ii ! ion trapping/detrapping due to
collisions.14–16 The model presented here argues that the
amount of net charge in region 1 is so small that the potential
in region 1 is nearly the same as the vacuum potential that
would be produced by a bare, unshielded dust grain@see Eq.

~45!#. Changing the amount of charge in region 1 by factors
as large as order unity would not affect this argument. Thus
any reduction in the amount of charge in region 1 because of
effective potential barriers will make no difference to the
region 1 solution, because it is already assumed that there is
no charge in region 1. So long as the number of trapped ions
in region 1 is small compared toZd , the potential in region
1 is mainly due to the dust charge and again it is reasonable
to use the vacuum potential in region 1. As for region 2, the
ion density predicted by collisionless theory in region 2 is
identical to the linearized Boltzmann relation obtained from
collisional theory@see Eq.~37!#. Since trapping and detrap-
ping result from collisions, trapping and detrapping should
tend to make the system more Boltzmann-like, but since the
system is already Boltzmann-like in region 2, trapping and
detrapping should not cause significant changes to the region
2 ion density profile and thus should not significantly affect
thec profile in region 2. Effective potential barriers in region
2 may rearrange the radial charge distribution in region 2
slightly, but this should cause only a small effect onc be-
causec is a double integral with respect to radius of the net
charge distribution@see Eq.~32!#. As for region 3, the nor-
malized potentialc is so small in region 3 that ions are
unaffected by any spatial dependence of the potential; any
corrections to the region 3 potential profile should therefore
have negligible effect on ion trajectories. Thus, while effec-
tive potential barriers and trapping/detrapping may modify
the net charge radial profile somewhat, these should have a
much reduced effect on thec profile and so should not cause
any substantial changes in the values ofr̄ i or r̄ o . Small
changes in thec profile should not affect the basic premise
that there exist three concentric collisionless regions each
with distinct physics or the conclusion that dust grains con-
dense when the radiusr̄ o of the interface between regions 2
and 3 exceedsā, the nominal intergrain spacing distance.

At this point in the discussion it is possible to revisit the
assumption made at the end of Sec. III that ion capture by
dust grains may be ignored when characterizing the colli-
sionless ion velocity distribution function in regions 1–3.
Ignoring ion capture by the dust grain is tantamount to say-
ing that all ions entering the collisionless region are reflected
radially so that there are equal numbers of ions moving ra-
dially inward and outwards; if some ions were captured by
the dust grain, there would be fewer ions moving radially
outwards than inwards. The number of captured ions can be
estimated using OML theory,31 which shows that the effec-
tive cross section for ions entering from a radius where the
potential is zero and then being captured by a dust grain is
scapture;(11cd)p r̄ d

2. This capture cross section is to be
compared tosenter5p r̄ o

2, the cross section for ions to enter
region 2 from outside~the outer boundary of region 2 is used
because this denotes the edge of the potential well seen by
the ions!. Of the ions that enter region 2, the fraction that are
captured by the dust grain is given by the ratio
scapture/senter.(11cd) r̄ d

2/ r̄ o
2. Evaluation of this ratio using

the Chu and I parameters in Table I (cd546, r̄ d50.12, r̄ o

52.63) givesscapture/senter.0.1, which shows that the frac-
tion of ions captured is small enough to be neglected~similar
results hold for the other experiments listed in Table I!. This

FIG. 4. Solutions for nominal parameters of Chu and I experiment as a
function of r̄ . As shown in Table I, the relevant parameters areTe52 eV,
Ti50.03 eV, ā52.61, r̄ d50.12, r̄ i51.51, r̄ o52.63, a50.96, andZ̄54.8
3103. From top to bottom plots are: log10 c, c, 104c which gives an
expanded scale to show the region 3 decay,ne /ne0 , ni /ni0 , andnd /nd0 .
The functional form ofc is determined from the appropriate asymptotic
form in each of the three regions. Note the sharp cut-off of the dust density
at r̄ 5 r̄ o ; the scale length of this cutoff is the dust Debye lengthlDd .
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validates the assumption made in Sec. III that
distinctions20,26between the outward and inward ion velocity
distributionsf 1 , f 2 may be neglected and confirms that Eq.
~17! is a suitable representation for the ion distribution func-
tion.

VIII. SUMMARY

The standard linear fluid analysis of Debye shielding
fails whenuqf/kTu exceeds unity because the linear Debye
shielding model is based on the assumption thatuqf/kTu is
small compared to unity. This issue is important for conden-
sation of dusty plasmas, because condensation requires hav-
ing uZdef/kTdu exceed unity.

Dusty plasmas can be characterized by anā, r̄ d param-
eter space whereā andr̄ d are the inter-grain spacing distance
and grain radius normalized to the ion Debye length. An
experiment corresponds to a point in this parameter space
and if the density of the experiment is not known precisely,
then the range of densities within experimental error corre-
sponds to a slanted line segment in this parameter space.

Because shielding distances are much smaller than an
ion collision mean free path, ions can be considered as col-
lisionless in the shielding sphere surrounding a dust grain. A
collisionless Vlasov model is used to calculate particle den-
sities in the electrostatic potential of a dust grain test charge.
This collisionless theory gives the same results as does
Boltzmann theory for electrons and for dust grains because
they are negatively charged but gives results different from
Boltzmann theory for ions in the vicinity of the dust grain.
Ions near a highly charged dust grain test particle fall into a
deep potential well and are accelerated to high velocities.
This means that no ions have zero velocity near the dust
grain test particle and so integrals over the velocity distribu-
tion have a lower velocity limit corresponding to the mini-
mum velocity of an ion falling into the deep potential well.
This invalidates the fluid theory concept of pressure because
pressure is based on the assumption of the existence of ran-
dom velocities about some mean. Foruef/kTi u!1, the ion
density corresponds to the Boltzmann prediction, but for
uef/kTi u@1 the ion density is much less than that predicted
by the Boltzmann relation.

The potential in the vicinity of a dust grain test particle
has three distinct types of behavior. These behaviors occur in
concentric spherical regions consisting of~1! an inner region
where the potential is vacuum-like,~2! a middle region
where the potential includes both growing and decaying
Yukawa-like terms with characteristic scale lengths of the
order of the ion Debye length, and~3! an outer region with a
rapidly decaying Yukawa-type solution having a scale length
of the order of the dust Debye length. Region 1 physics

differs from fluid theory, is consistent with dust charging
physics, and avoids the paradoxes intrinsic to fluid theory at
large uef/kTu.

For any pointā, r̄ d in dusty plasma parameter space, the
requirement for smooth matching of the solutions at the in-
terfaces between the three inner regions determines the loca-
tions r̄ i andr̄ o of these interfaces. Condensation occurs when
ā, r̄ o and occurs on the lineā5 r̄ o(ā, r̄ d) which gives a
‘‘condensation curve’’ in dusty plasma parameter space;ā is
less thanr̄ o above this curve and in this region the dusty
plasma is crystallized. The model predicts condensation pa-
rameters in good agreement with published experiments.
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